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Preface

Since dominance is always incomplete and monopoly imperfect,

the rule of every ruling class is unstable.

— Michael Walzer, Spheres of Justice, 1983

“Truth” is linked in a circular relation with systems of power

which produce and sustain it, and to e"ects of power which it

induces and which extend it. A “regime” of truth.

— Michel Foucault, “Truth and Power,” 1980

Perhaps the most pronounced tendency in American #ace studies is to
mass around explicit or inferred explanato#% models which are deriva-
tive of Ma#& or insinuated from Foucault’s notion that “power estab-
lishes a pa#ticular regime of truth.” In materialist terms the simplest
rendering is that the commercial nexus of the African slave t#ade and
the political appa#atus of colonialism, the economies of securing and
controlling African bodies, the sinews of patriarchy, and the t#ade in
slave-produced commodities (relations of power) eventuate in the
establishment of the Negro and discourses on #ace (admissible and pos-
sible knowledges). And since the historical and cultu#al African subject
has been unimagined, there is no reason to suspect that some of the
“impe#fections” of domination might originate from the enslaved. Or,
alternatively, that the manufacture of the slave might anticipate and
absorb the availability of more t#actable materials.
 In its totality this account of #ace production is a seductive archae-
olo$%, securing revelation, ele$ance, and precision for the obscurity
and chaos which are a constant threat in historical research. How-
ever, with it, one is obli$ated to a kind of unitarianism where all the
relations of power collabo#ate in and cohabit a pa#ticular discursive
or disciplina#% regime. !e coexistence of alternative, oppositional,
or simply di'erent relations of power are le( unexamined or instanti-
ated. !e possibility of the coincidence of di'erent relations of power
colliding, inte#fering, or even gene#ating resistance remains a fugitive
conside#ation. Edward Said #aised the alarm about this last possibility:
“!e disturbing circularity of Foucault’s theo#% of power is a form of
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rhetorical ove#totalization. In human histo#% there is always something
beyond the reach of dominating systems, no matter how deeply they
satu#ate society, and this is obviously what makes change possible,
limits power in Foucault’s sense, and hobbles that theo#% of power.”)
Placing resistance to the side for one moment, Said insists that Fou-
cault’s “textuality” insulated his inqui#% from lived multiplicities, the
seve#al histories extant in even the most modestly constructed soci-
eties, and the resultant matrices of identity. Racial regimes are subse-
quently unstable truth systems. Like Ptolemaic astronomy, they may
“collapse” under the weight of their own a#tifices, p#actices, and appa-
#atuses; they may f#agment, desiccated by new realities, which discard
some f#agments wholly while appropriating others into newer regimes.
Indeed, the possibilities are the stu' of histo#%.
 Foucault, of course, was not quite the dolt Said makes him out to be.*
But there is still the impulse in Foucault’s thought to elect the dialectic
as a privileged site of contestation (even his treatment of subju$ated
knowledges possesses that tinge: “naïve knowledges, located low down
on the hie#archy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientifi-
city”).+ It is as if systems of power never encounter the st#anger, or that
st#angers can be seamlessly abducted into a system of oppression. In
our own interro$ations this amounts to the presumption that the ex-
posing of the invention of #aced subjects is a su"cient method for rec-
ognizing and explaining di'erence. To the cont#a#%, the production of
#ace is chaotic. It is an alchemy of the intentional and the unintended,
of known and unimagined f#actures of cultu#al forms, of relations of
power and the power of social and cultu#al relations.
 Racial regimes are constructed social systems in which #ace is pro-
posed as a justification for the relations of power. While necessarily ar-
ticulated with accruals of power, the covering conceit of a #acial regime
is a makeshi( patchwork masque#ading as memo#% and the immu-
table. Neve#theless, #acial regimes do possess histo#%, that is, discern-
ible origins and mechanisms of assembly. But #acial regimes are un-
relentingly hostile to their exhibition. !is antipathy exists because a
discove#able histo#% is incompatible with a #acial regime and from the

1. Said, World, Text, and Critic, 246–47.
2. See, for example, Foucault on “the insurrection of subjugated knowledges” in

“ Two Lectures,” 81–82.
3. Ibid., 82.
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realization that, pa#adoxically, so are its social relations. One threat-
ens the authority and the other saps the vitality of #acial regimes. Each
undermines the founding myths. !e archaeological imprint of human
agency #adically alienates the histories of #acial regimes from their own
claims of natu#alism. Employing mythic discourses, #acial regimes are
commonly masque#aded as natu#al orderings, inevitable creations of
collective anxieties prompted by threatening encounters with di'er-
ence. Yet they are actually contrivances, designed and dele$ated by
interested cultu#al and social powers with the wherewithal su"cient
to commission their imaginings, manufacture, and maintenance. !is
latter indust#% is of some singular impo#tance, since #acial regimes
tend to wear thin over time.
 With respect to the social ter#ain, the degene#ation of #acial regimes
occurs with some frequency for two reasons. First, apparent di'erence
in identity is an attempt to mask shared identities. In the English No#th
American colonies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, for ex-
ample, white indentured se#,ants and African, Native American, and
Creole slaves frequently banded together in violent or passive rebel-
lions a$ainst colonial authorities. Nearly two hundred years later, in
the midst of the Civil War, insurgent slaves and rene$ade poor whites
conspired a$ainst the Confede#acy to create the free state of Jones.-
Like all such antinomies, pa#ticularly those of a routine, quotidian fre-
quency, these occurrences sank into the mire of the unknowable. !eir
long disappea#ance faithfully represented Sand#a Harding’s obse#,a-
tion that “any body of systematic knowledge is always internally linked
to a distinctive body of systematic igno#ance.”. A second source of
regime entropy ensues from the fact that because the regimes are cul-
tu#al a#tifices, which catalog only f#agments of the real, they inevitably
gene#ate fugitive, unaccounted-for elements of reality. Ab#aham Lin-
coln’s insistence that fugitive slaves were “cont#aband” (in e'ect, prop-
e#ty which had ille$ally seized itself ) did not prepare the president for
their role in subve#ting his war aims. Lincoln believed reuniting the
nation did not require the abolition of human prope#ty. As fugitives,
troops, and sailors, that same prope#ty disabused him of his delusional
political prog#am. !is was an instance of what Hegel termed the ne$a-

4. For the seventeenth-centu#% example, see Mor$an, American Slavery, American 
Freedom, 250'. For the Civil War episode, see Bynum, Free State of Jones.

5. Harding, “Comment,” 516.
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tion of the ne$ation, flawed or delinquent comprehension colliding
with the real.
 Regime maintenance, however, takes precedence over wholesale
reconstruction. Sometimes, though, the social chaos which is conse-
quent to the failure of #acial regimes renders maintenance moot. One
early instance of a #acial regime evincing evidence of failure is to be
found in Aristotle’s inte#,ention in !e Politics. Democ#acy vied with
aristoc#acy, the former quarreling with slave#%, the latter emb#acing
it. Interestingly enough, it was the challenge to the #acial justification
for slave#% which Aristotle chose to address. He conceded that enslave-
ment might on occasion result from accident (that is, defeat in war),
but he insisted that far more impo#tant was the fact that most slaves
were slaves by nature. Inadve#tently adve#tising the absurdities em-
bedded in his proposition, he recommended that in his most pe#fect
polis, in order to ensure the long-term exploitation and domination of
slaves, slave masters diversify the ethnic mix of their slaves and insti-
tute regular manumissions./
!e Politics se#,ed as a #ationale, a maintenance device. And in the

se#,ice of a #acial regime, its author maneuvered histo#% aside, dis-
placing it with the ideological reading of nature. Not unremarkably,
the #ationale outlasted the slave system for which it had been promul-
$ated. In the modern e#a it melded with or complemented justifying
belief systems spun from subsequent systems of human bondage. But
whether slave#% was principally #ationalized by conquest, ethnic or
religious distinctions, cultu#al di'erences, d#amatic or slight pheno-
typic distinctions, the powe#ful classes consistently found their Aris-
totles, that is, intelligentsias, seduced into or compelled to invent forg-
eries of memo#% and meaning.
 Moving pictures appear at that juncture when a new #acial regime
was being stitched together from remnants of its predecessors and
new cloth accommodating the disposal of immig#ants, colonial sub-
jects, and insurgencies among the native poor. With the first attempts
at composing a national identity in disar#ay, a new whiteness became
the basis for the reinteg#ation of American society. And monopolizing

6. It might ve#% well be the case that since poor or impoverished Athenians them-
selves had been slaves less than two centuries before, Aristotle sensed that public
consciousness of that histo#% had not su"ciently dissipated. A(er all, it was the re-
bellions of the poor in Athens (and other poleis) which had propelled Athens toward
the #adical regime of democ#acy. See Ober, Political Dissent in Democratic Athens.
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the refabrication of a public sphere, with a reach and immediacy not
obtained by previous appa#atuses (museums, theaters, fairs, the press,
etc.), motion pictures insinuated themselves into public life.
 In the United States, the technical development of moving pictures
in the late nineteenth centu#% was soon enveloped in the formation of
an indust#%, which, in turn, became an agency of power and wealth.
Prior to these events, the disinteg#ation of a centuries-long slave sys-
tem had deposited a #acial regime in American culture. Without a hint
of irony, that #acial regime had achieved its maturity at precisely the
moment when its internal cont#adictions were most marked (the great
slave rebellions of the nineteenth centu#%) and domestic and interna-
tional opposition was amassing. With the collapse of the slave system, a
di'erent #acial regime was required, one which adopted elements from
its predecessor but was now buttressing the domination of free labor.
 !is work is Black histo#% written through the filters of film and capi-
talism. Establishing the early movie indust#% (actually industries) as an
instrument of American capital, the book interro$ates how the needs
of finance capital, the dominant center of American commerce in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, determined the con-
struction of successive #acial regimes publicized by motion pictures.
Racial constructs predate the arrival of moving pictures, and thus the
representations of #ace and ethnicity (as well as gender) were t#ans-
ferred from the stage, lite#ature, and popular culture. !is was not an
or$anic t#ansfer, explicable in terms of persistent cultu#al materials.
Racial protocols were contested and subject to deterio#ation (indeed,
this study will examine Shakespeare’s Othello as the earliest challenge
to the emergent concept of the Negro). An alternative explanation rests
on the economic, social, and political interests which conspired to ar-
#ange, and when necessa#%, rear#ange interpretations of di'erence.
!e appea#ance of moving pictures coincides with Jim Crow and the
development of American national identity in the midst of d#amatic
demog#aphic and economic changes. !e silent-film e#a and the first
decade of sound allow us to map the forgeries of memo#% and repre-
sentation which se#,ed the most powe#ful interests in the count#% and
their cultu#al brokers. For instance, I link film minstrelsy with #acial
segre$ation, which, in turn, se#,ed the labor discipline of emergent in-
dustries. I conclude with a treatment of Black image#% in the movies
during the Depression decade ended by World War II. Most impor-
tant, I am concerned with Black resistance to each historical moment
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of Negrophobic impulses. !us Black minstrelsy countered blackface
minstrelsy; #ace movies countered the misrepresentation of the Black
middle class; and when the capitalization of films all but eliminated an
alternative Black cinema, Black comedians produced an oppositional
subtext, which they insinuated into “Hollywood” itself.
 !e present work attempts to alter the terms of interpretation: pro-
posing constant trembles in #acial regimes; persistent e'o#ts to repair
or alter #ace as an e'ective mechanism of social ordering; and a suc-
cession of alte#ations in #ace discourses (cultu#al, religious, scientific,
etc.). Finally, as film studies becomes a more ce#tain discipline, it is
likely that most of the newer scholars will be directed away by special-
ized research from a conside#ation of the structu#al/economic issues
#aised by Robe#t Allen and Douglas Gome#% (and less satisfactorily by
David Puttnam. As a Black studies scholar t#ained in the social sciences,
I am fo#tunately placed by field (interdisciplina#%), historical imme-
diacy (a decade of neominstrelsy in popular culture), and pedagogical
mission. From this basis I hope to add some modest contextualization
to the conside#able e'o#ts of those now dominating the investi$ation of
Black cinematic representation.
 In historical terms, the focus of this book extends from the early
seventeenth centu#% to World War II. Chapter 1 is concerned with the
conditions for the emergence of modern #acism in the e#a before film.
Posing Shakespeare’s Othello as the first contestation of blackness in
English culture, I explore the va#%ing constructions of #ace during the
three hundred years which conclude with the appea#ance of scientific
#acism. !e sheer volume and plurivocality of anti#acism resistance set
the stage for later oppositions.
 !e rest of the chapters treat two coincidental and conflicting phe-
nomena: the economic, political, and cultu#al forces which determined
Black representations in early American films; and Black political and
a#tistic resistance to these imaginings. Chapter 2 sets the stage by ex-
amining D. W. Gri"th’s film !e Birth of a Nation in the context of an
emergent American national identity contested by sectional conflict,
massive immig#ation, and d#amatic economic ar#angements of Ameri-
can capital. In the midst of these societal tremors and unce#tainties,
film appropriated the conventions of blackface minstrelsy and the #acial
protocols of American historiog#aphy in order to counte#feit whiteness
and romanticize a national myth of origins. Chapter 3 proposes that
an interro$ation of Black minstrelsy, Black musicals, and the revival
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of Black d#amatic theater provides an understanding of the anti#acial
st#atagems evolved from blackface minstrelsy. Challenging the domi-
nant construction of blackness, these a#tists and intellectuals substan-
tially appropriate blackface minstrelsy only to obse#,e the revival of
the form on the ethnic stage and in moving pictures. Chapter 4 reviews
the multiplicities of #ace (Blacks, Latinos, Filipinos, Native Americans)
which were insinuated into the movies during the silent e#a and how
these intersected with changes in the control of the movie indust#% and
a contested American imperialism. Inevitably, the Black petite bour-
geoisie, forming in the cities, responded to their disfigurement in films
as a rene$ade st#atum. Race movies were dominated by “upli(” themes,
but Oscar Micheaux pushed #ace movies into explicit political critiques
of the American national myth. Micheaux’s ext#aordina#% pe#formance
(pa#ticularly in silent films) as a subversive was enabled by his adap-
tation of rhetorical structures gestated in Black music. Chapter 5 re-
constructs the contests revolving around #ace coincident with the ap-
pea#ance of talkies and sound and new controllers of the indust#%. It
proposes that in company with Ed Guerrero’s “plantation genre,” the
jungle films provided the cultu#al cover required by dominant business
interests in their domestic and foreign ventures. And #ather than dis-
missing Black filmmakers of the late 1930s as low-production imitators
of big studio productions, the chapter proposes their role as urban ar-
chaeologists and their complicity with comedic coons who became the
most active and e'ective agents of Black resistance.
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